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MAGA is fighting back against the mob and so are we… but we need your help. Join our growing army and click here to subscribe to Revolver. Or give
the gift of Revolver—simply select the annual subscription and select “This is a gift” on the next page. If you want to give extra during this critical time,
you can make a one-time or recurring monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit goes towards the battle to save our great nation.

History unfolded before our very eyes this afternoon as Pakistan’s very own “Trump” spoke exclusively to Revolver News about the Biden regime’s plot
to oust him from power  in an exclusive bombshell interview.

The great Imran Khan was generous enough to sit down with Darren J. Beattie and discuss how America and the deep state ousted him from Congress
to keep a corrupt gravy train flowing.

Watch the full interview (interview starts at 52:14 until we can edit the video):
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The interview also streamed on Truth Social, GETTR, Rumble and Twitter.

Here is the excellent trailer that we produced for the interview:
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The Imran Khan Interview

with Darren Beattie of Revolver News
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Mr. Khan had this to say on Twitter before the interview:
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Mr. Khan, who is widely regarded as a man of the people, was dethroned in what he insists was a plot orchestrated by the U.S., much like the Deep
State has enveloped President Trump in endless investigations and indictments in what could accurately be described as a “pre-emptive strike” coup.
President Trump, of course, is another populist “man of the people” leader who the globalists despise.

Reuters:

Pakistan will open criminal proceedings against former prime minister Imran Khan on charges of exposing official secrets, Interior Minister
Rana Sanaullah said on Wednesday, the latest in a string of cases the former premier has been facing.

The case is related to diplomatic correspondence between Washington and Islamabad, which Khan said early last year was part of a
U.S. conspiracy to topple his government. Washington has denied being involved in any such conspiracy.

Truly, this man has quite a tale to tell, and we wish him the very best as he fights for his vision of a strong and great Pakistan where the powerful are
subject to the law and the common man is empowered.
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the RESET....

 1  0

carenragan  

Reply •

− ⚑> Two Wolves

2 days ago

You can't be that dumb

 1  0

KaayC  

Reply •

− ⚑> Two Wolves

3 days ago  edited

Go sit on your pink pussyhat.

 1  0

SWDC

see more

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

⛺

 6  0

B King  

Reply •

− ⚑

3 days ago

Imran? Where have I heard than name before? Oh yeah Imran Awan. Debbie Wasserman Shultz's favorite I.T. guy. What's with
Democrats and foriegn spies? Feinstein had a Chinese handler.
Swalowswell had Fang-Fang honeypot.
The DNC gave ISI access to Congressional servers.
All just swept under the rug

 4  0

Raymondchandler − ⚑

4 days ago

Imran IS in some way’s Pakistan’s Trump!

He and Trump are 2 of the only world leaders who were famous before entering politics:

Imran was a great, world-famous cricketer. He was the captain of the only Pakistan team ever to win the cricket World Cup.

You have to understand that cricket is the passionate, national sport in Pakistan, a nation of 240 million.

Also, Imran had TV-star good looks and character and was a rare global icon of the (increasingly commercialized) sport.

You have to understand that cricket is a (serious) professional sport in India, Australia, England and other places. Most people on all
those places knew Imran back in the ‘80s.
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Limbo

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

Trump is America's khan! Haha

Both total morons!
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@Real_Truth  

see more
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− ⚑> Limbo

3 days ago

 6  0

Ty Lagerstrom  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Biden, Xi, Putin, Un, Trudeau, Macron. All man killers, thief's, liars impudent little men whose hearts have been possessed by the Devil.
Now they owe! They will pay, with our lives! Caananite, Ishmaelite, Jebusite and Armalite🤔

 0  0

hillaryensues

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Khan has never been very friendly towards the U.S.
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Bill Waller  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

Satan is waging war against the righteous.

 0  0

@Real_Truth

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

democrats charge President Trump with resident biden’s* crimes.

 0  0

Freedom Fox − ⚑

2 days ago  edited

If he's a Trump we got problems. He perpetuates the Covidian myth, believing that it could be and was controlled by his government
interventions. Even as he says they were less intrusive than the US's and west's, his statement is untrue, man doesn't control nature or
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y y
respiratory viruses like in�uenza/CV. False. Lie. God's design protects us, as long as we take care of our own temples. I don't have to
wear a mask or take a shot of experimental biotech because you drink soda and eat junk food and laze around your house. Doing either
of those to myself does nothing to improve the health of others and only harms me. Khan required masks and pushed jabs on his
people. He just didn't lock down. Whoopty f'n doo.

And he boasts that socialized medicine, government-provided health services is an achievement he is proud of. Centralized government
health is where one-size-�ts-all public health policy comes from. One treatment. One truth. No alternatives. No freedom.

Sorry, Darren, I couldn't listen any more to the interview. I'm guessing that he goes on and says some things that made you want to
highlight this man and share him with Trump supporters as another voice of freedom against a Deep State machine that runs the world.
But as long as those beliefs he holds underpin his world view he is an enemy of freedom. Not just wrong about those points. Health
freedom is the most essential freedom of all. It begins at home with our own treatment of our own bodies, nobody else's obligation or
responsibility. Nor is it improved by centralized government acting to "protect" us by providing it to us in the form of mandates and
collectivized obligations. Thumbs down to this man. I wish I could've stomached more of it to get to the portion you considered valuable
for Revolver readers but if he fails those basics he fails the entire cause of freedom.
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Thomas Paine  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

Another foreign policy gem from the SOROS-Biden Regime.

 0  0

john wilson

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

The Globalist are methodically taking over every country of signi�cance. They got the US now. The US Dictator has made sure that his
opponent is blocked in the election and he can do what he wants. We are just too stupid to realize we crossed over to a
Dictatorship...we still think we have Republic....
Now they are taking other countries one by one....But what did you think the Endtimes would be like?

 0  0

Drop  

Reply •
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3 days ago

Very good interview, so many parallels
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@Real_Truth

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

Finally �nished that series Bosch. Spoiler alert: It has nothing to do with power tools. So disappointing.

 0  1

Zoltar (King of the Trolls)  

Reply •

− ⚑> @Real_Truth

3 days ago

Nobody cares about your make-believe lives, creepy jiang!

 0  1

@Real_Truth  

Reply •

− ⚑> Zoltar (King of the Trolls)

3 days ago

Don’t be jealous of my power tool prowess. It’s pathetic.

 0  0

Ugly Mcgee  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

I'm confused Darren. How is Trump a "man of the people"? Which people exactly? Not of me, no certainly not. His tarrifs on China hurt
my business, which does a lot of business in China. And his steel tarrifs made my washing machine cost more. So which people is he a
man of? Toothless buck toothed rubes who cry about their "jobs" being shipped to China. Their "jobs" were nothing nothing more than
menial factory work which can be done by machines. Stop crying rubes and see a dentist.
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Buckethead  

Reply •

− ⚑> Ugly Mcgee

3 days ago

Learn to code, jerk.

 5  1

@Real_Truth  

Reply •

− ⚑> Buckethead

3 days ago

I downloaded CRAN mirror. What next?

 0  0

@Real_Truth  

Reply •

− ⚑> Ugly Mcgee

3 days ago

How did your washing machine cost more suddenly? Were you renting it?

 1  0

Södist  

Reply •

− ⚑> @Real_Truth

2 days ago

Managing to get your own washing machine more expensive because of Trump is such an amazing skill, I wonder
what other mind bending leadership qualities this guy has for „running“ his „business“.
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April Elliott  

Reply •

− ⚑> Ugly Mcgee

3 days ago

Let a robot be your nurse fool.
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